TAMA
SWINGSTAR

SHELLS
Tama Swingstar is the heavyweight standard for wood drums. Constructed of 9-ply of select mahogany, Tama drums offer a great consistency of tone and drum-to-drum balance. The inside surface of Tama drums is finished with Zilead, a tough, durable finish that provides an excellent moisture barrier for consistency of sound year in and out.

METAL SHELL
Tama Swingstar Snare Drums feature a seamless metal for the best metal snare drum performance. The seamless shell snare drums have a warm and fat sound that won't break up or choke even in the fastest, loudest rolls.

TOM TOM HOLDER
The Tama Omni-Sphere double tom holder offers you virtually unlimited freedom set-up. It's perfectly interchanging with previous Tama tom holders and fits all standard Tama bass drum and tom brackets. The unique securing system eliminated the need for four arms when setting up your toms. Adjusted lightly, the Omni-Sphere lets you move the toms easily, but still holds them in place. When you find the right position, just lock things up. Most other universal-type tom holders have parts that protrude into tom shell. This is not only unsightly, but disturbs the natural resonance of the shell. All Tama mounting hardware is on outside of the toms, allowing maximum tone.

SS522
722WD 14 x 22' Bass Drum
6692A Omni-Sphere Double Tom Holder
7212WD 8' x 12' Tom Tom
7213WD 9' x 13' Tom Tom
7236WD 16' x 16' Floor Tom Tom
6075 5' x 14' Snare Drum
6730 Flex-Flyer Drum Pedal
6850 Royalstar Snare Stand
6855 Royalstar Hi-Hat Stand
6662 Royalstar Cymbal Stand
7A Tama Drum Sticks
Finish shown: Royal D振り
Cymbals not included.

SS532
Same as SS522, but with 6862 Cymbal Stand.
Finish shown: Midnight Blue
Cymbals not included.
CYMBAL & HI-HAT STANDS

6862  Royalstar Straight Cymbal Stand
6872  Mercury Straight Cymbal Stand
6874  Mercury Boom Arm Cymbal Stand
6865  Royalstar Hi-hat Stand
6875  Mercury Hi-hat Stand

SNARE DRUMS

6075  5"x14" Seamless Metal Shell-8 lugs
7275  5"x14" Nine-ply Wood Shell-6 lugs (not shown)
7065  5"x14" Seamless Metal Shell-10 lugs
7066  6½"x14" Seamless Metal Shell-10 lugs

DRUM PEDALS

6730  Flexi-Flyer Pedal
6735  Chain-Drive Pedal
6740  Hi-Beat Pedal

DRUM THRONES & SNARE STANDS

6860  Royalstar Snare Stand
6870  Mercury Snare Stand
6775  Swingstar Throne
6785  Mercury Throne

TAMA DRUMS ARE SOLD AND SERVICED BY.